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요 으f. Hybrid DFT 계산 방법을 이용하여 IH-Indene과 Mono-sila-1 H-indene 분자의 구조와 특성에 관한 이론적 

연구를 수행하였다. 이 분자들의 방향족성 특성 연구를 위하여 MQ 비등방성 자기 민감도 등을 계산하였다. IH-Indene 
과 Mono-sila-1 H-indene 분자들에 대한 X8-X9 결합의 상대적인 안정도와 특성을 이해하기 위하여 NBO 계산을 수행 

하였다. 그 결과, & 9 위치의 Si 원자들이 C 원자들로 치환되었을 때, p 이*bital의 기여도가 증가하였다. 이러한 결과는 X8-X9 결합 길이는 하이브리드 오비탈의 p 오비탈 기여도에 크게 영향받는 사실을 보여준다. NBO계산을 통하여 %软로 

부터 一X9 결합 오비탈로의 비편재화에 기인하는 정량적인 에너지 안정화 세기를 결정하였다. MO 분석 결과 연구

대상 분자들의 방향족성은 3개의 비편재화된 pMO와 2개의 비편재화된 sMOfl 의해서 주로 영향 받는다는 사실을 알 

수 있었다.

주제 어: 1 H-Indene, Sila-1H-Indene, Aromaticity, magnetic properties, Natural bond orbital (NBO)
ABSTRACT. The electronic structure and properties of the 1 H-indene and mono-sila-1 H-indene series have been investigated using basis set of 6-31G(d; p) and hybrid density functional theory. Basic measures of aromatic character derived from structure, molecular orbitals, a variety of magnetic criteria (magnetic isotropic and anisotropic susceptibilities) are considered. Energetic criteria suggest that In(Si7) enjoy conspicuous stabilization. However, by magnetic susceptibility isotropic this system are among the least aromatic of the family: Within their isomer series, In(Si4) is the most aromatic using this criteria. Natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis method was performed for the investigation of the relative stability and the nature of the 8-9 bonds in 1 H-indene and mono-sila-1 H-indene compounds. The results explained that how the p character of natural atomic hybrid orbital on X8 and X9 (central bond) is increased by the substitution of the C8 and C9 by Si. Actually, the results suggested that in these compounds, the X8-X9 bond lengths are closely controlled by the p character of these hybrid orbitals and also by the nature of C-Si bonds. The magnitude of the molecular stabilization energy associated to delocalization from oxs.x9 and to g* Xs-x9 bond orbital were also quantitatively determined. Molecular orbital (MO) analysis further reveal that all structure has three delocalized 兀 MOs and two delocalized o MOs and therefore exhibit the aromaticity.
Keywords: 1 H-Indene, Sila-1H-Indene, Aromaticity, magnetic properties, Natural bond orbital (NBO)
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INTRODUCTION

The relatively weak a-bonding ability of silicon vers탾s carbon res탾Its in interesting stnict탸ral and electronic fbamres witfiin the framework of sila-lH- indene compo탾nds. This s탾bstantial difference in a- bonding for silicon vers탾s carbon may well be the feature tfiat limits the successful synthesis and isolation of these potentially aromatic silaorganic com- p야mds and establishes tfiem as challenges for computational organosilicon chemistry.1 M탾ch attention has been fbc탾sed on the chemistry of silaaromatic compo탾nds, i.e. Si-containing 性/?+2］冗 ring systems and a rmmber of reports on the formation and reactions of transient silaaromatics. The lack of experimental information on tfie stm야탾re and bonding nature of these compcmnds necessitates the tfie- oretical st탾dies on these species. Altfiough some of these species were characterized spectroscopically in low-tempemt탸re matrices no isolation of silaaromatic compcmnds has been reported d탾e to their high reactivity.Indene and its heterocyclic analogs have wide and important biological and ind탾strial ^plications? The tfieoretical and experimental literat탸re comparing indene is fairly s탾bstantial, and its tfieoretical aspects in general have recently been critically st탾d- ied.3-5 From these examinations one sees that the act탾al experimental knowledge concerning silaaromatic compcmnds is still relatively scant d탾e to the ehisive nature of s탾ch compo탸nds.IH-indene was investigated before computationally. S. Zilberg et aL st탾died tfie low-lying electronic states of indene5. A .A. El-Azhary6 reported DFT study of the geometries and vibrational spectra of indene and some of its heterocyclic analog탾es, benzofuran, benzoxazole, bensothiophene, benzothiazole, indole and indazole. The fbc탾s of this work is on tfie theoretical st탾dies of mono-sila-lH-indene. The present study investigates stmct탾re, bond characterization and aromaticity of the indene, and mono-silaindene comp야mds.Aromaticity is an important concept in organic chemistry; it explains the stmct탸ral stability and chemical reactivity of molecules.7-13 The common 

character of these molec탾les with aromaticity is that these molecules are planar with delocalized k orbitals. Recent st탾dies extended the concepts of aromaticity to organometallic14-19 and all metal20-24 systems. It was fb탸nd that not only 冗 bond b탾t also a bond has electron delocalization. Fortfie sake of q탾antifative analysis, some criteria such as structural (geometric), energetic, magnetic, and reactivity related ones were proposed for the aromaticity study. Which one is the best criterion for aromaticity is still in debate?5-31
COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

AH calculations were carried cmt with tfie Ga탾ss- ian 98 야lite of program32 탾sing the 6-31G(d, p) basis set for all elements (C, H, Si).33 Geometry optimization were performed 탾tilizing Becked hybrid three-parameter exchange functional and the nonlocal correlation functional of Lee, Yang, and Parr (B3LYP)34,35. A vibrational analysis was performed at each stationary point ftmnd, that confirm its identity as an energy minimum. The molec탾lar orbital (MO) calc탾lations were performed at B3LYP/6- 31G(d, p) level. Atomic charges were calculated with the natural bond orbital (NBO) program32 implemented in the G98 package, 탾sing B3LYP/6- 31G(d, p).The magnetic s탾sceptibility were comp탾ted 탾sing contiruies set ga탾ge transformations, CSGF6,37, metfi- ods also 탾sing tiie 6-3 lG(d, p) basis set.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Relative Energetics and Vibrational frequenciesRelative energies at B3LYP level of tfieory are reported in Table 1. The order of the stability of mono-sila-lH-indenes is: In(Si7) (0.0)>In(Si6) (19.70)> In(Si2) (22.11)>In(Si3) (2248 kcal/mol) >In(Si4) (23.13 kcal/mol)>In(Sil) (23.41 kcal/mol)>In(Si5) (23.86 kcal/mol)>In(Si8) (29.53)> In(Si9) (31.00 kcal/mol).The calc탾lated lowest harmonic 什eq탾encies are given in Table 1. The lowest vibartional 什eq탾en- cies calc탾lated for all stmct탸re are larger encmgh to prove the minimum.
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Table 1. Relative energies (kcal/mol) and Low frequencies (cm-1) for 1-H-indene and various mono-sila 1 -H-indenes at B3LYP/ 6-31G** level oftheotySfm 야 E (Hartree) AE(kCal/mol) Lowest frequencies(cm-1)IH-indene -347.775 - 197.7Tn(Sil) -599.123 23.41 172.3Tn(Si2) -599.125 22.11 164.0Tn(Si3) -599.124 22.48 170.8Tn(Si4) -599.123 23.13 162.3Tn(Si5) -599.122 23.86 156.8Tn(Si6) -599.129 19.70 75.7Tn(Si7) -599.160 0.00 150.4Tn(Si8) -599.113 29.53 73.5Tn(Si9) -599.111 31.00 118.7

StructureThere are experimental microwave38 and electron diffraction39 geometries reported for IH-indene. Since the experimental geometries determined by microwave spectroscopy are 탾s탾ally more acc탸rate than those determined by electron diffraction or X-Ray spectroscopy, tfie microwave experimental geometries of IH-indene are inchided in Table 2. We didn't find experimental geometries reported for mono-sila-1 H-indene series in the literature.The data in Table 2 show that the B3LYP-pre- dicted bond lengths are 샀)야it 0.01-0.02 A, too short from the experimental bond lengths. A summary of str탾ct탾ral parameters for the whole set of sila-aromatic comp야mds is presented in Fig. 1. In the present study, one sees a convergence of stmct탸ral 

parameters toward a SiC bond length of 1.77 A. This vahie is abo탾t 0.01 A below the corresponding average of dcmble and single bond prototype systems (Fig. 1, Table 2). This is indicative of stiuc- t탾ral aromaticity analog。탾s to tfiat seen in IH-indene.In mono-sila- IH-indenes, calculations show that Si-C, C-C bonds of six members ring are delocalized beca탾se, tfiese bonds lengtfi are below average of d야ible and single bond prototype systems. These bonds in five members ring display single and d야卜 ble bond character.
Dipole moments and electric polarizabilities
\曲탾條 of electric dipole moment of the IH- indene and sila-lH-indenes, listed in Table 3. This table shows tfiat vakies increase in the following order:
In(Si5)< In(Si2)< In(Si4)< In(SB)< In(Si7)
< In(Sil)< In(Si6)< In(Si8)< In(Si9)

Polarizability is a meagre of ability of a molecule to respond to an external electric field. When electrons of tfie molecules are subjected to an electric field, they acq탾ire eno탾gh energy and can move along tfie direction of the applied field, th탾s, electric conductivity will take place. Diagonal elements of electric polarizability tensor (avx; a»; have been calculated and reported in Table 3. These vakies show that polarizability is more for sial-lH- Indene species. The order of increasing avx, 膈 in various isomers is:
Table 2. Structural parameter (A) for Prototype MoleculesPrototype Bond Length(A)H2SiCH2 Si=C 1.710(1.799/H3SiCH3 Si-C 1.888

c2h4 c=c 1.330(1.430)CA C-C 1.530
C1-C2: 1.401 [1.381]b; C2-C3: 1.397 [1.383] 
C3-C4: 1.397 [1.406]; C4-C9: 1.396 [1.408]C9H8 CC C9-C5: 1.466 [1.484]; C5-C6: 1.347 [1.342]
C6-C7: 1.511 [1.492]; C7-C8: 1.512 [1.468]
C8-C9: 1.412 [1.410]; C8-C1: 1.388 [1.438]aTlie values in parenthesis are average of single and double bonds.bTlie values in bracket are by microwave spectroscopy. Other parameters are calculated at B3LYP/6-31G** level of theory.
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Fig. 1. Structures and bonds length (in A) of IH-indene and sila-lH-indenes.
Table 3. Polarizability tensor elements, and Dipole moment (Debye) for 1-H-indene and various mono-silal-H-indenes at B3LYP/ 6-31G** level of theoryStructure OCxx ayy OCzz Dipole moment (Debye):IH-indene 121.2 103.4 36.3 0.7In(Sil) 135.3 130.9 51.7 0.9In(Si2) 145.8 129.3 52.7 0.5In(Si3) 149.0 120.2 52.6 0.6In(Si4) 147.9 123.1 52.4 0.6In(Si5) 139.9 121.2 52.2 0.3In(Si6) 171.3 107.4 51.8 1.4In(Si7) 145.4 110.0 46.8 0.7In(Si8) 150.2 116.6 51.3 1.4In(Si9) 143.2 118.9 52.1 1.5
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0虹:In(Si6)> In(Si8)> In(Si3)> In(Si4)> In(Si2)> In(Si7)> In(Si9)> In(Si5)> In(Sil)oy: In(Sil)> In(Si2)> In(Si4)> In(Si5)> In(Si3)> In(Si9)> In(Si8)> In(Si7)> In(Si6)a京 In(Si2)> In(Si3)> In(Si4)> In(Si5)> In(Si9)> In(Si6)> In(Sil)> In(Si7)> In(Si8)
Macroscopic electric cond탾ctivity is proportional with molecular electric polarizability, therefore the electric cond탾ctivity increases in sila-lH-Indene species.
The HOMO-LUMO energy gapsIt is already known that orbital energy gaps from Koopman^ theorem are overestimated since electron correlation is not inchided in the Hartree-Fock formalism and, furthermore, the electron density relaxation following to tfie excitation is not taken into acco탸nt. Even tho탾gh several difflc탾Ities can be pointed cmt in getting enei^y ggs from Koopman^ tiieorem, its simplicity and no additional computational cost make it very attractive and an interesting approach to study larger and complex systems.In a first approximation, the barrier for electron transfer is proportional to AE (HOMO-LUMO enei^y gap) vahie. Therefore, from the calculated AE vahies reported in Table 가, one can conchide that the molar contrib탾tions of sila-l-H-indene compounds to the tmlk electric cond탾ctance are lees than 1-H- indene. This trend in sila-l-H-indene comp야mds is:

Absohite chemical hardness (x\) has been 탾sed as a measure of kinetic stability or the reactivity of organic compcmnds. Within Koopman^ approximation, hardness (r|) is defined as half of the mag- nit탾de of the energy difference between the HOMO and LUMO阳峯.

n = 2 (1)
The frontier orbital energies and tfie hardness of germatropylium comp탸ted at the B3LYP/6-31G(d, p) level are given in the Table 가. While the tfiermo- dynamic stabilities of the compcmnds 탸nder study are controlled by the skeleton of their stmct탸re, the kinetic stability seems to the dictated by tfie bonding type of the Si atom. In(Si7), where the Si occ탾- pies the sp3 center, are kinetically more stable than the other isomers. Whereas, in other structures are more reactive, in all tfiese cases Si is tri-coordi- nated. So kinetic stability exactly follows the following order: isomers containing tetra-coordinated Si> isomers containing tri-coordinated. The relative stability and hardness vahies don't have a linear relationship.
Table 가 shows tfiat, tfie sH0M0 val탾es of sila-l-H- Indenes are more than indene. The sH0M0 of sila-1- H-Indenes decreases with the following trend:
In(Si6)> In(Si8)> In(Si2)> In(Si9)> In(Si4)>
In(Si5>> In(Si3)> In(Sil)> In(Si7)

In(Si0< In(Si2)< In(Si8)< In(Si9)< In(Si5)< In(Si4)
< In(Si3)< In(Sil)< In(Si7)

An increase in the HOMO energy level shows better donors and tfieir micleophilicity increases.
Table 4. Frontier orbital energies (eIIOMO, and absolute chemical hardness (r[) for 1-H-indene and various mono-silal-H- indenes at B3LYP/6-31G** level of theotyStructure ^IIOMO ^I,UMO AE 门=(8IK)MC) - 8UJMC))/2IH-indene -0.212 -0.018 0.194 2.64Tn(Sil) -0.202 -0.027 0.175 5.50Tn(Si2) -0.189 -0.033 0.157 5.15Tn(Si3) -0.200 -0.029 0.171 5.43Tn(Si4) -0.195 -0.031 0.164 5.31Tn(Si5) -0.198 -0.035 0.163 5.39Tn(Si6) -0.187 -0.045 0.142 5.09Tn(Si7) -0.224 -0.046 0.178 6.09Tn(Si8) -0.189 -0.029 0.160 5.13Tn(Si9) -0.191 -0.031 0.160 5.20
2006, Vol. 50, No. 4
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Fig. 2. Fontier molecular orbitals of IH-indene and sila-lH- indenes.

On the other hand, the sLUM0 values in sila-l-H- Indenes are less than mdene. the sLUM0 of sila-l-H- Indenes decreases with the following trend:
In(Sil)> In(Si8)> In(Si3)> In(Si9)> In(Si4)>
In(Si2)> In(Si5)> In(Si6)> In(Si7)

Electron accepting nature of isomers decreases with mcreasing of sLUM0.The HOMOs and LUMOs of IH-indene and sila- IH-ihndenes are shown in Fig. 2. Calculations illus- tate HOMO and HOMO-1 are two 7i-bonding, which are mamly composed of the out-of plane p (2pc or 3pS1) orbital. HOMO-2 and HOMO-3 are two multicentered centripetal a orbitals, which are comprised mamly of the 2s andp (2pc or 3pS1) orbital in-ring plane. All together, there are three 7i-bond- ing MOs and two multicentered a MOs that give the agreement with the famous (4n+2) Htickel rule and renderlH-mdene and sila-lH-ihndenes aromatic.
Magnetic PropertiesMagnetic properties, including magnetic shield- ings, magnetic susceptibilities, /M, magnetic susceptibility anisotropies,為皿)，have been computed for the set of sila-aromatic compounds and are summarized in Table 5. The magnetic susceptibility tensor describes the quadratic response of a molecule to an external magnetic field, and as such its isotropic and anisotropic components are relevant quantities to consider for the types of molecules studied

Table 5. B3LYP/6-31G** computed magnetic properties (ppm) related to aromaticity for 1-H-indene and various mono-silal-H-indenes using CSGT methodStructure Isotropic AnisotropicIH-indene -68.6751 44.6042In(Sil) -72.0508 43.9686In(Si2) -71.6618 42.7658In(Si3) -71.7316 43.2906In(Si4) -72.1955 43.1947In(Si5) -72.8792 44.7249In(Si6) -71.6827 42.6307In(Si7) -63.0494 41.0809In(Si8) -71.0642 48.2958In(Si9) -72.0055 51.1810
Joumal of the Korean Chemical Society
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here.彳迥餘 is a character of planar aromatic systems. The component of magnetic s탾sceptibilig tensor corresponding to the normal axis with respect to the ring is also affected by ring c탸rrents. A large negative anisotropy is observed for aromatic comp야mds; the converse is observed for antiaromatic systems.For mono-sila-IH-indene 為炒 predict tfie aromaticity ordering: In(Si7) > In(Si6) >In(Si2) In(Si4)> 
In(Si3)> In(Sil)> In(Si5>> In(Si8)> In(Si9> albeit X1S0 predicts In(Si5) > In(Si4)> In(Sil)> In(Si9)> 
In(Si3)> In(Si6)> In(Si2)> In(Si8)> In(Si7).Minor variations aside,為通0 magnetic criteria agree on one tiling: the isomer that is energetically the most stable (that is, In(Si7)) to be the most i€aro- matic” by energetic criteria.

NBO

Character of natural atomic hybrid orbital on 
C8 and C9It seems 탾sefhl to recall, briefly, some aspects concerning tfie concept and definition of NAO and natural hybrid orbital (NHO)42. A NAO is defined as a valence-shell atomic orbital derived from the diagonalization of the localized block of tfie full density matrix of a given molecule, associated with basis functions "(A) on that atom, and fulfilling the sim탾Itaneo탾s req탾irement of orthonormality and maximum occupancy. Altfiough in an isolated atom, NAOs coincide simply with nat탸ml orbitals, in polyatomic molec탾le (in contrast to natural orbitals that become delocalized over all n탾clear centers); the NAOs mostly retain one-center character. Con- seq탾ently, NAOs are considered optimal for describing tfie molec탾lar electron density an야ind one-center in polyatomic molecules. Also, a NHO res탾It from a symmetrically orthogonalized directed hybrid orbital derived thrcmgh 탸nitary transformation of NAO centered on a particular atom. Finally, according to tfie simple bond orbital picture, a NBO is defined as an orbital formed from NHOs. Therefore, for a localized s-bond between atoms A and B, the NBO is defined as

OAB = cAhA+cBhb (2) 

Table 6. Calculated natural hybrids (NHOs) on X8 and x9 positions and the polarization coefficient (cQ of each hybrid in the corresponding NBOStructure X8-X9IH-indene a: 0.7051 C 8 sp 2.12+0.7091 C 9 sp 2.15Tn(Sil) a: 0.7063 C8sp 2.06+0.7079 C9sp 2.04
k: 0.7465 C8p 1.00+0.6654 C9p 1.00Tn(Si2) a: 0.7066 C8sp 2.06+0.7077 C9sp 2.08 Tn(Si3) a: 0.703尹 C8sp 2.04+ 0.7105 C9sp 2.08Tn(Si4) a: 0.7038 C8sp 2.03+0.7104 C9sp 2.09 Tn(Si5) a: 0.7050 C8sp 2.01+0.7092 C9sp 1.98
k: 0.6818C8p 1.00+0.7316C9sp 1.00Tn(Si6) a: 0.7046 C8sp 2.01+0.7096 C9sp 2.08 Tn(Si7) a: 0.7035 C8sp 2.06+0.7107 C9sp 2.03 Tn(Si8) a: 0.5121Si 8 sp 2.29+0.8589 C9sp 2.41 Tn(Si9) a: 0.8579 C8sp 2.31+0.5138 Si 9 sp 2.27

where hA and hB are tfie natmal hybrids centered on atoms A and B. NBOs closely correspond to tfie picture of localized bonds and lone pairs as basic 
탸nits of molecular structure, so, tfiat is possible to conveniently interpret ab initio wave functions in terms of the classical Lewis stmct탾re concepts by transforming these functions to NBO form. Table 6 presents the res탾Ited natural atomic hybrids on 8 and 9 positions witfi tfie polarization coefficient cA for each hybrid in the corresponding NBO. The inspection of tfie res탾Its reported in Table 6 reveals that:(a) As C8 (or C9) is (are) replaced by Si the p character of C9 (or CIO)NHO ofa8-9 bond orbital increases.(b) When other carbon atoms are replaced by Si, the p character of decreases. Moreover, the p character of 8 and 9 atoms NHO of a8-9 in these com- p야mds is less than tfie p character of carbon NHO of a8-9 in IH-indene. Therefore, the res탾Its s탾g- gest in these comp야mds, the 8-9 bond lengtfis are essentially controlled by the p character of tfiese hybrid orbitals and also by the nature of the C-Si bonds.(c) In all molecules the natuml hybrids (NHOs) on C8 and C9 positions show that a contrib탾te in bond, but in In(Sil) and In(Sil) show that a bonding and bonding contrib탾te in bond.Identify principle delocalizing acceptor orbitals 
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associate witfi each donor NBO and their topological relationship to 山is NBO, i.e., whether attached to tfie same atom (geminal), to an adjacent bonded atom (vicinal) or to a more remote site, is possible. These acceptor NBOs will generally correspond to the principle delocalization tails of the non Lewis molecular orbital (NLMO) associated witfi the parent donor NBO.

Donor-acceptor (bond-antibond) interactionsIn tfie NBO analysis, in order to complete tfie span of the valence space, each valence bonding NBO (aAB), m탾st in turn, be paired witfi a corresponding valence antibonding NBO(《丁*AB)o*AB = cAhA-cBhB (3)Namely, the Tewis^type (donor) NBOs are complemented by tfie 'non-Lewis^type (acceptor) NBOs that are formally empty in an idealized Lewis stmc- t탸re picture. Readily, the general transformation to NBOs leads to orbitals that are 탸nocc탾pied in the formal Lewis structure. As a result, the filled NBOs of the natural Lewis structure are well adapted to describe covalency effects in molecules. Since the non-covalent delocalization effects are associated with do* interactions between filled (donor) and 
탾nfllled (acceptor) orbitals, it is natural to describe them as being of Cdonor-acceptor\ charge transfer, or generalized 'Lewis base-Lewis acid' type. The antibonds represent 탾raised valence-shell capacity and spanning portions of tfie atomic valence space 

that are formally 탸nsat탸rated by covalent bond formation. Weak occupancies of the valence antibonds signal irred탾cible departures from an idealized localized Lewis picture, i.e. true 'delocalization effects'. As a res탾It, in the NBO analysis, the donor-acceptor (bond-antibond) interactions are taken into consideration by examining all possible interactions between 'filled' (donor) Lewis-type NBOs and cempty, (acceptor) non-Lewis NBOs and then estimating their energies by second-order pert탸rbation theory. These interactions (or energetic stabilizations) are referred to as Cdelocalization, corrections totfie zeroth- order natural Lewis stmct탸re. For each donor NBO (i) and acceptor NBO (j), the stabilization energy E associated with i^j delocalization, is explicitly estimated by the following eq탾ation:
E = = qf GD (4)£j-£iWhere q is the 油 donor orbital occupancy, 与 are diagonal elements (orbital energies) and F(ij) off diagonal element, respectively associated with NBO Fock matrix. Therefore, consideration of the valence antibond ((丁*) leads to a far-reaching extension of the elementary Lewis structure concept, by achieving delocalization corrections in simple NBO per- t탸rbative estimates by 탾sing Eq 가. Table 7 shows the interactions that give the strongest stabilization.The Lewis NBOs in Table 8 describes valence non-Lewis, I^dberg non-Lewis, oC8C9 and《丁*C8C9 bond orbital occupancies.

Table 7. Stabilization energies (in kcal/mol) associated with delocalizations from aC8C9 bond orbital and delocalizations to a*C8C9 bond orbital, represented by (or) and (—◎*), respectively8-9 a 8-9tStru 야 u 抵 al-8 a8-7 ◎9-4 ◎9-5 ◎*9-4IH-indene 3.82 1.54 4.00 1.96 3.56 3.73Tn(Sil) 2.16 2.34 4.25 2.07 2.22 4.49Tn(Si2) 4.55 1.29 4.09 1.92 3.82 3.77Tn(Si3) 3.97 1.46 4.82 1.70 3.64 4.05Tn(Si4) 4.03 1.60 2.22 2.85 4.21 2.23Tn(Si5) 3.95 1.77 4.43 0.63 3.48 3.82Tn(Si6) 3.66 1.71 3.59 2.68 3.44 3.31Tn(Si7) 3.88 0.83 4.11 2.03 3.39 3.83Tn(Si8) 2.65 3.02 2.28 1.34 1.25 2.91Tn(Si9) 2.27 1.09 2.54 2.76 2.97 1.14
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Table 8. Calculated valence non-Lewis, Rydberg non-Lewis,(jC8C9 and (丁*C8C9 bond orbital occupancies.Structure Valence non-Lewis Rydberg non-Lewis （丁 8-9 。*8-91 H-indene 1.43012 0.08786 1.96684 0.02770In(Sil) 1.45687 0.08847 1.97215 0.02480In(Si2) 1.44674 0.08753 1.96995 0.03084In(Si3) 1.44020 0.08785 1.96980 0.03067In(Si4) 1.45315 0.08823 1.97210 0.02490In(Si5) 1.43574 0.08981 1.97109 0.02562In(Si6) 1.48454 0.08764 1.97004 0.03204In(Si7) 1.40340 0.09364 1.96971 0.02648In(Si8) 1.42161 0.09659 1.94713 0.03204In(Si9) 1.40014 0.09836 1.95066 0.02928

Occupancy

Fig. 3. The linear trend of (丁8-9 occupancy versus 8-9 bond length of 1 H-indene and sila-lH-indenes.
The results reported m Table 8, show also that for a8-9 bond orbital, the maximum occupancy is obtamed for In(Sil) and the mmimum occupancy results for In(Si8). On other hand, for o* 8-9 bond orbital, the maximum occupancy is obtamed for 

In(Si8), In(Si6) and the minimum occupancy is found for In(Sil).
Fig. 3 illustrates also the linear trend of(丁8-9 occupancy versus 8-9 bond length. For example, the 8-9 bond lengths in In(Si8) is lowest, similarly the(j8-9 occupancies in compound In(Sil) is also most than other.r(8-9) = -15.924 occupancy + 32.797; R2 = 0.9616

CONCLUSIONS

In the present article, we have described the electronic structure and properties of the IH-mdene and sila-lH-mdene as given by density functional method. 

Basic measures of aromatic character, such as those gauged from assessment of structure, and molecular orbitals are reported m addition to new magnetic properties. Comparmg structural, energetic, and magnetic effects m 1 H-indene with those in mono-silaaromatic compounds, several pomts are noted. First, energetics, structural parameters, and orbital structures (mcluding partial charges) effectively provide msight in electron delocalization tendencies.The results concemmg the application of NBO method for the mvestigation of the relative stability and the nature of the X8-X9 central bond in mdene and sila-1 H-indene were reported.
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